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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Dear Member,
You are invited to attend the meeting of the Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny
Panel to be held as follows for the transaction of the business indicated.
Tom Stannard
Chief Executive
DATE:

Monday, 18 October 2021

TIME:

2.00 pm

VENUE:

Salford Suite, Salford Civic Centre, Chorley Road, Swinton

In accordance with ‘The Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations
2014,’ the press and public have the right to film, video, photograph or record
this meeting.
AGENDA
FACE TO FACE FORMAL COUNCIL MEETINGS FOR MEMBERS
OF THE PUBLIC FROM 1ST SEPTEMBER 2021
1

Apologies

2

Declarations of Interest

3

Minutes of meeting held on 20 September 2021 and matters
arising, including:

(Pages 1 - 4)

(Pages 5 - 8)

 Hate Crime - Update
 Anti- Social Behaviour in the vicinity of Waterways - Update
(Jeanette Staley - both arising from Community Safety Strategy Overview and Data Monitoring considered on 20 September 2021
(see Minute 4))
4

Emergency Planning and Business Continuity Approach
(Jeanette Staley)

(Pages 9 - 54)

5

Pest Control Update (John Wooderson/Julie King)

(Pages 55 - 66)

6

Work Programme 2021/22

(Pages 67 - 70)

7

Any other business

8

Next Meeting - Monday, 15 November 2021 at 2.00 pm

Contact Officer:
Mike Relph Senior Democratic Services Adviser

Tel No:
E-Mail:

0161 793 3013
mike.relph@salford.gov.uk

Agenda Annex
Return to face to face meetings in The Salford Suite at the Civic
Centre from 1 st September 2021
It is planned to return to face to face meetings in The Salford Suite in the Old Town
Hall Building at the Civic Centre from Wednesday 1st September 2021.
The Salford Suite is the only available room that is large enough to hold meetings
and still comply with social distancing and Covid safe guidelines, as advised by
Public Health.
Everyone involved has worked hard to ensure that the transfer of face to face
meetings to the Salford Suite will be held in a COVID-19 secure environment. Your
safety is our upmost priority, whilst also supporting transparency, accountability and
effective decision making.
This briefing note outlines the arrangements in place and the guidelines that we are
all asked to adhere to ensure everyone is kept safe and the city council’s decision
making remains legally compliant.
1. General guidelines for meetings
a. It should be possible to hold most of the decision making meetings back in the
Salford Suite but it will not be possible to hold the meetings of the Council,
the Health and Wellbeing Board, Licensing and Safety Regulatory Panel
(taxis) and Planning and Transportation Regulatory Panel, due to the number
of people required to attend and so they will remain at 100 Embankment for the
foreseeable future. There may also be times, when the date and times of
meetings clash, that one may need to move to 100 Embankment.
2. Using the Salford Suite for face to face meetings
It is very important, for everyone’s safety, that you only visit the Salford Suite when
attending meetings.
a. Where to enter the building
You must enter the building by the main front door of the Old Town Hall building.
You will need to be let into the building as a pass is required so an officer from
Democratic Services should be on hand to direct you safely to The Salford Suite.

Please note: If you are attending an evening meeting and you have difficulty entering via the
main front door shown above, please use the intercom at the Main Reception (in the grey building
behind the Old Town Hall Building shown above) to contact the security officer to gain access.
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b. Areas of the building that are closed to people attending meetings
 Extensive rebuilding renovations are taking place in the Civic Centre so
access to rooms and space is very limited. Most of the building will remain
closed and many contractors will be working on site.
 Other members of the public are also using the building to access the
Registrars offices and the ceremony rooms and arrangements are in place for
them to do so safely, so there will be no access to the Registrars corridor
and the ceremony room’s corridor.
c. Toilets
 The toilets on the first floor on the committee room corridor must be used.
The Registrars corridor will not be open to members, officers and members of
the public attending meetings in The Salford Suite.
 The accessible toilet can be used on the Registrars corridor if required and an
officer from Democratic services will act as a marshal on the corridor so
members can use it. Please alert the clerk in attendance at the meeting on
the day.
3. Guidance for attending the meetings in a COVID-secure manner
a. Lateral flow testing and PCR tests
 A vital element of our COVID-secure plans is that everyone attending should
complete a COVID-19 lateral flow home tests three days before the
meeting and on the morning of the meeting. You can order or collect a home
testing kit by:
- Ordering a box of test kits to be delivered to your home
- Collecting a box of test kits from a local collection point


If you test positive before or on the day you were meant to attend the meeting
under no circumstances should you attend. If your lateral flow test is
positive you will then need to book a complementary PCR Test and follow
national guidance on self-isolating.



Despite all the COVID-secure measures we have put in place there remains a
residual risk and coronavirus can make anyone seriously ill. For some of you
the risk is higher, particularly if you are clinically extremely vulnerable or if
they are at significant risk or you have one or more health conditions as a
number of risk factors may interact as well as health conditions.



You may wish to take medical advice about your particular circumstances, if
either of the above applies to you before you make a decision about attending
face to face meetings.

b. Attending the meeting on the day in The Salford Suite
 Please arrive at least 20 minutes before the start of the meeting to allow for
controlled access to the building and meeting space.
 The meeting will be run in line with Government guidance, and using the
principle of ‘hands, face, space and fresh air’. You are asked to regularly
wash and sanitise your hands, wear a face covering unless you hold a
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medical exemption, and please maintain a social distance (1.5m) from others
at all times whilst attending meetings.
You may remove your mask when you are seated but please wear your face
covering when moving around the room or when on the corridor.
Movement around the meeting spaces will be kept to an absolute minimum
with pre-defined entrances and exits and restricted areas, as outlined above.

4. Meetings continuing at 100 Embankment
a. Lateral flow testing and PCR tests
The guidance listed under 3a above also applies at 100 Embankment.
b. Travelling to 100 Embankment
 There are a range of travel options to 100 Embankment, and full details can
be found at this link: https://embankmentmanchester.com/transport-options.
 It is a 4 minute walk from Manchester Victoria train and tram stations
 The Free Bus stops outside both Salford Central Station and 100
Embankment
 There is secure cycle storage and showers on site.
c. Parking at 100 Embankment
 There is onsite parking in the underground QPark (Deansgate North)
immediately below the building. Discounts are available for parking booked in
advance (https://www.q-park.co.uk/en-gb/cities/manchester/deansgatenorth/). Cleminson Street remains the closest Salford City Council parking.
 Taxi drop off is available immediately to the front door of the building.
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Agenda Item 3
COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBOURHOODS SCRUTINY PANEL
20 September 2021
Meeting commenced: 2.00 p.m.
“
ended: 3:45 p.m.

PRESENT:

Councillor Dickman - in the Chair
Councillors Barnes, Brabiner, Fletcher, Karen Garrido, Humphreys,
Nkurunziza, Tresadern, Turner and Joan Walsh.
Councillor David Lancaster* - Lead Member for Environment,
Neighbourhoods and Community Safety

OFFICERS: David Seager - Assistant Director, Operational and Commercial
Services
Jeanette Staley* - Head of Community Safety
John Wooderson* - Head of Service, Urban Renewal
David Rhodes* - Lead Practitioner, Regulatory Strategy
Mike Relph* - Senior Democratic Services Adviser
*Attended via Teams
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillor Warner and Peter
Openshaw.

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest.

3.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS AND MATTERS ARISING
The minutes of the meetings of the Panel held on 19th July 2021, were approved as a
correct record.

4.

COMMUNITY SAFETY STRATEGY - OVERVIEW AND DATA MONITORING
The Strategic Director for Place submitted a report which provided an overview and
analysis of Salford Community Safety Strategy, which incorporated data from Greater
Manchester Police (GMP) the Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service
(GMFRS), Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) and re-offending
statistics, which together, covered the following key areas/themes:





All committed crimes
Victim based crimes
Stealing based crimes
Crimes of violence
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Crimes of serious violence
Crimes of drug trafficking
Incidents of anti-social behaviour
Deliberate fires (Salford only)
GMCA Police and Community Safety Survey Indicators
Domestic related incidents
Domestic related crime
Sexual offence crimes
Reducing re-offending

Members raised issues, commented on, and noted them, as follows:
(a) On what activities would the £150,000 committed to tackling youth crime be
Focussed, and was it possible to provide a ward-by-ward breakdown of this? It was
indicated this information could be provided.
(b) Had the Covid-19 pandemic and the various lockdowns imposed, been a cause of
a rise in crime and anti-social behaviour committed by young people? This had been
a contributing factor, but not the sole cause.
(c) Hate crime did not feature amongst the data provided. This was recognised as
being a growing problem, though the supporting statistical information was not
available for this meeting, hence its omission from the report now submitted, but this
could be provided in due course.
(d) When a criminal, or anti-social issue had been identified, what was the process to
have the mobile CCTV equipment installed on a temporary basis as a deterrent, or
enforcement measure? There was a set number of criteria for its deployment, but most
requests were treated favourably, though the arising cost of using the equipment had
to be met from the relevant community committee devolved budget.
(e) When would the report providing an analysis of the anti-social behaviour
experienced at Salford Quays during the summer months be available? It was
anticipated this would be available for late October, or early November and would
include a full assessment of the tragic drowning accident in July and proposed action
to prevent similar incidents in the future, as well as this being the subject of a separate
and more comprehensive standalone review.
(f) How should anti-social issues at Salford quays be reported? Through the local NRF
(Neighbourhood Resilience Forum) was the best method to do this. In the long term
both the City Mayor and Rebecca Long-Bailey, the Member of Parliament for Salford
and Eccles and which included Salford Quays, had said there needed to be a
comprehensive policing plan with an accompanying dedicated community safety
resource to tackle the very specific criminal and anti-social issues which were being
experienced in the area and compliment the multi-agency approach which was
currently being taken.
(g) There had been a rise in anti-social behaviour cases and criminal activity in the
Irlam and Cadishead area, with possibility this was connected to the exploitation of
young and vulnerable people. This was a possible issue which had been identified and
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was currently being investigated with an update on progress and any findings to be
provided most likely to the Irlam and Cadishead NRF.
(h) There had been several recent anti-social behaviour incidents in the vicinity of the
Bridgwater and Manchester Ship Canals in Barton. A bespoke analysis of incidents on
waterways in Salford, including these specific areas, would be undertaken, to assess
if there was a pattern to these, or they represented a significant growing issue.
(i) Further details were requested regarding the app by which residents could report
noise nuisance issues and complaints. The app was not suitable for all noise nuisance
issues but was a valuable tool nonetheless, full details of which would be provided to
all elected members.
(j) Was the role of NRFs solely in relation to address matters arising from the Covid19 pandemic? Although currently this was a key issue for the NRFs their remit was
wider than this and effectively covered anything relevant in their respective areas.
(k) The was a suggestion there was a need to challenge a possible misconception that
crime was more prevalent than it was in reality. It was agreed this was a valid point
and there would be merits in developing a communications strategy to appraise the
public of the actual levels of crime and the positive measures currently being employed
to tackle it when it did occur, particularly in terms of detection and prosecution rates.
(l) What was the total number of people who had been contacted as part of the GMCA
Police and Community Safety Survey? This had been 350 people in each local
authority area of Greater Manchester and was deemed as suitably representative for
the statistical purposes of such a survey.
(m) Reference was made to the suspension of the centres where hate crimes could
be reported. This was only a temporary measure which had been introduced as a
consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic, but it was anticipated these would be reintroduced in the near future. Tackling hate crime remained a key objective and
effective means for reporting incidents was fundamental to achieving that.
RESOLVED: THAT the report be noted, and thanks be extended to the varied
agencies who had been involved with tackling and minimising criminal and anti-social
behaviour in Salford.
5.

ALLEY GATE SPACE PUBLIC PROTECTION ORDERS
The Strategic Director for Place submitted a report which provided an overview of Alley
Gate Space Public Protection Orders in operation across Salford, which covered the
following key areas/themes:







Background and historical context
Legal requirements
Evidence
Process
Enforcement
Alley way
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Members raised issues, commented on, and noted them, as follows:
(a) When would the proposed strategy go out for public consultation? This was
imminent.
(b) It was suggested there was a need to remind local residents of their personal
responsibilities in terms of the maintenance of gated alleyways and in turn encourage
a greater sense of community ownership of such spaces. It was agreed such an
approach would be beneficial and ways to best achieve it were currently being
investigated.
(c) What were the specific statutory responsibilities of landlords of HMO (Houses in
Multiple Occupation) in terms of gated alleyways? Details of these were duly provided,
particularly their responsibilities as covered by local landlord licensing schemes.
(d) What policies and practices were in place for the number of recycling/waste bins
made available to HMOs? This would be dependent on the size of property and the
number of persons residing there, but further details would be provided.
RESOLVED: THAT the report be noted.
6.

WORK PROGRAMME 2021/22
Members considered the Panel’s Work Programme for 2021/22.
RESOLVED: (1) THAT the Panel’s Work Programme for 2021/22, be noted.
(2) THAT the Neighbourhoods Review (originally scheduled for October)
be now considered at the meeting to be held on 21 January 2022 and in conjunction
with the Neighbourhood Team/Managers Updates.
(3) THAT the Emergency Planning - Overview (originally scheduled for
November) now be considered at the meeting to be held on 18 October 2021.
(4) THAT an overview of Salford City Council’s policies for tackling
graffiti, including enforcement action and resulting prosecutions be added to the Work
Programme 2021/22, to be provisionally considered at the meeting to be held on 15
November 2021.
(5) THAT an update, specifically statistical data in relation to the number,
reporting and handling of hate crime incidents (see Minute 4(c)) together with
associated strategies and polices, be added to the Work Programme 2021/22, to be
provisionally considered at the meeting to be held on 15 November 2021.

7.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
It was noted that the next meeting of the Panel would be held on Monday, 18 October
2021, commencing at 2.00 pm.
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Agenda Item 4
Part 1 Briefing Item

ITEM NO.

REPORT OF
STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE
TO
COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBOURHOODS SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 18th OCTOBER 2021

TITLE: Salford City Council’s Emergency Planning and Business Continuity Approach - Update
1. RECOMMENDATIONS
1.1. The following be noted
 The enhanced resilience to Salford City Council emergency planning and
response capability from 2020 to 2021
 The robust programme of continuous maintenance, learning and improvement
in place
 The breadth of incidents dealt with by SCC and the learning identified in 2020
and 2021
 The forward plan for 2021/22
 The work underway around Business Continuity Planning
2. PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
2.1. This report provides an update on progress made, key challenges experienced and
future priorities for the emergency planning lead and AGMA CCRU in relation to
emergency preparedness and business continuity management in SCC.
2.2. Since March 2020, work primarily focused on the rapidly escalating response to the
unprecedented global pandemic and the emerging risks it presented, whilst
simultaneously implementing cross council structures to enable the effective and
efficient cross organisational response management to the pandemic and concurrent
risks.
2.3. Work also continued to focus on strengthening and embedding emergency response
structures, processes and systems across SCC, whilst aligning them to existing and
emerging Greater Manchester and National structures. In addition, detailed work has
been undertaken to ensure plans, structures and systems remain relevant and
appropriate during the pandemic.
2.4. Out of scope for this report is the overview of the vast amount of work and establishment
of the distinct structures that have been established across Greater Manchester and
within the council to manage impacts and mitigate risks of the pandemic. This report
provides an overview of key activities that align to emergency preparedness and
business continuity.
3. DETAILS
3.0

Emergency Planning and Response
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3.1.1. Emergency Plans, Guidance and Priority Work
3.1.2. Due to the pandemic and the rapidly changing legislation and guidelines that were,
and continued to be introduced, aimed at reducing transmission and mitigating risks
to the general population, specifically vulnerable people; AGMA CCRU has the led
the review of all plans, guidance, and documents in place to manage and respond to
incidents. This is to ensure they recognise and incorporate the additional risks the
pandemic brings as well as ensuring legislative requirements are adhered to and the
safety of Salford’s residents is highlighted and considered.
3.1.3. Following the audit of plans the following plans in Salford were created, reviewed and
updated.




Accessing Shielding Data guide for Tactical Officers and Emergency Planning Lead:
During the initial phases of the pandemic, national government shared with local
councils NHS ‘Shielding Data’. This is a list of people identified as being clinically
extremely vulnerable and may be at high risk of developing serious illness if they
catch coronavirus (COVID-19). They were advised to take additional action to prevent
themselves from coming into contact with COVID-19 when transmission of
coronavirus in the community is high. It was recognised that access to the data would
be beneficial when responding to emergencies and incidents during the pandemic,
especially during evacuations. Due to the sensitivity of this data, a Data Protection
Impact Assessment (DPIA) was undertaken in liaison with the Information
Governance lead and access was restricted to Tactical (Silver) Officers and the Lead
Emergency Planning Officer. A guidance was produced to ensure data confidentiality
was maintained and people only had access to this information on a ‘need to know
basis’. This guidance was tested in Salford when an evacuation was required, this
data was effectively used to identify individuals that are shielding, and appropriate
support was put in place to ensure they were able to keep themselves safe and make
informed decisions.
The Salford Multi-Agency Sheltering Evacuees (Reception Centre Plan) was
reviewed to identify key consideration required for the pandemic. A COVID 19
checklist was added as an additional appendix to the plan, the checklist ensured
consideration of key risks and options, including;
o Acknowledgement of current legislation impacting sheltering evacuees
o Recognition of key cohorts that need to be considered when evacuating during
the pandemic, including, those that are clinically extremely vulnerable,
vulnerable people, confirmed cases of the virus, those that are symptomatic
but not confirmed cases etc., to ensure when provision of shelter is considered
the risk of transmission and safety of residents is also considered.
o PPE, face masks and equipment required for staff and evacuees to safely and
confidently provide support and attend reception centers/ shelter provision.
o Pre-agreed approaches and practical changes required to ensure cohorts are
protected using a range of shelter options including reception centers, hotels,
etc. ensuring separation and protection of people, especially during mass
evacuations and when evacuating high risk settings such as care homes.
o Safe transport considerations
o Safeguarding
o Decontamination and cleaning of safe spaces.
o Data collection/ Test & trace data



The Salford Evacuation Guidance has been reviewed to incorporate key elements and
considerations required for management of evacuation during the pandemic. A multi-
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agency checklist was added as an appendix to the guidance. The checklist is aimed at
ensuring responders consider the secondary risk to evacuation which is the virus. It
provides responders with key considerations and access to practical and realistic
guidance to manage small (but resource intensive) and larger scale evacuation,
invacuation or a combination of both during the pandemic.


Review of pre-identified Reception Centre’s: SCC have approximately 29 pre-identified
reception center’s across the city, however with the erection of key infrastructure to
respond to the pandemic, including vaccination and test centre’s, and with the
mandatory closure of services, availability of center’s were impacted. This was
compounded by the legislative requirement to socially distance to mitigate risk of
transmission. All reception centres were audited periodically to confirm availability, risk
assessment undertaken in line with social distance measures and capacity, the reviews
ensured on call staff had access to accurate and up to date information.



Review of Transport directory: The Transport directory lists the distinct transport
options available to staff, including use of local taxi firms. This was reviewed and firms
contacted to understand their availability during emergencies and approach in place for
the safe movement of residents.



Review of Salford Council list of hotels: The list of hotels in the city which can be
accessed if displacement of residents occurs was reviewed. During the pandemic we
have witnessed the closure of hotels, restricted access and also change in status, such
as, for homelessness during the first lock down and Managed Quarantine Service more
recently. As a result, hotels were contacted to ascertain emergency contact details,
availability, and status / usage at the time.



Managed Quarantine Service: Evacuation Brief. Managed Quarantine Service (MQS) is
a nationally led initiative part of the response to the pandemic. Citizens, residents and
visa holders who are travelling to England and have been in a red list country in the
10 days before they arrive in England are required to quarantine for 10 days in a
managed quarantine hotel. A hotel was identified in Salford. Managed evacuation of
this service would potentially add additional complexities to an already complex
situation. The service has a number of national and local support systems in place with
distinct roles and responsibilities. A bespoke evacuation brief was developed for
Strategic level (Gold), tactical (silver) Welfare Coordinators, Public Health,
Communications, Regulatory services and Volunteer Coordinators. The brief
highlighted details of the hotel, current mitigation measures in place, gaps, agreed site
for evacuations and critical contact numbers in hours and out of hours.



Resilience Direct Audit: ResilienceDirect is an online private ‘network’ which enables
civil protection practitioners to work together, across geographical and organisational
boundaries, during the preparation, response and recovery phases of an event or
emergency. Access to this online system is restricted, a full audit of SCC members was
undertaken, and access permissions updated.



MTPAS Audit: Mobile Telecommunications Privileged Access Scheme (MTPAS) is a
privileged access SIM service, it is activated upon GMP Strategic commander request
or after emergencies when there are higher levels of network traffic. One or
more Mobile Network Operator (MNO) may decide to temporarily impose access
restrictions to overcome congestion, resulting in phones or mobile devices that are
MTPAS enabled only able to make a network connection and use the phone normally.
SCC as a category 1 responder has a dedicated number of work mobile phone lines
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that can be activated. This list was audited, and changes were requested to the
government departments and EE ensuring an accurate list is maintained.


Review of SCC Protocol for marking the death of a senior figure was undertaken in line
with COVID 19. A revised version of the plan and the ceremonial activities required
from the day of death until the funeral was developed, ensuring City of Salford could
still mark the death of a senior figure during the pandemic. This plan was subsequently
activated with the demise of Prince Phillip, Duke of Edinburgh.



Review of the GM Generic Animal disease Plan & SCC appendix: The plan aims to
provide a framework for the multi-agency management of any outbreak of a notifiable
animal disease. The term notifiable disease means there is a legal obligation to notify
the relevant authority (APHA) if a person suspects disease. The plans set out the
responder’s role during a suspected or confirmed notifiable disease outbreak. It
facilitates a timely, proportionate, co-ordinated multi agency response, outlining
appropriate structures for command and control both locally and nationally.



Review of the GM Pet evacuation plan with SCC appendix: The plan sets out the key
considerations required by responders when addressing animal welfare needs during
an evacuation and the subsequent operational considerations required. The plan
incorporates measures required for receiving, caring and providing ‘pet friendly’
accommodation, the roles and responsibilities for activation of plans and provision of
animal welfare, and a list of internal and external resources and contact details.



Annual Civil Contingencies RAG assessment was undertaken, the assessment tool
provides an assessment and on-going monitoring of Salford City Council’s contingency
arrangements and preparedness which are required a local level. It takes a detailed
look at the command and control arrangements, roles and structures, emergency
plans, guidance and supporting documents, training and exercise, capabilities ,
competency, and access to resources required to deliver the role effectively and
confidently. SCC scored Green on all aspects of preparedness.



Audit against the EU Exit check list: The UK leaving the EU was and continues to be
an unprecedented event which is likely to cause disruption to both the operation of
Salford City Councils “business” as well as the City as a whole. The council has a duty
to (as practically as possible) determine and assess the risk and put mitigation plans in
place for this risk. Salford is linked into the Greater Manchester Exit Readiness
governance arrangements, and the Strategic Director for Place is SCC representative
on this. GM produced a GM readiness action plan and EU Exit check list which
demonstrated that Salford was in a good state of readiness.

3.2

Partnership Engagement

3.2.1. In addition to developing and reviewing plans, SCC have actively engaged internally
and with partners frequently to enhance communication, manage emerging risks and
develop city/GM wide systems mitigating negative impacts on Salford residents. The
groups not only looked at the current global pandemic, but to also concurrent risks
which included the UK leaving Europe, and risk of concurrent emergencies, such as
adverse weather. This is during a time when the appetite for protest significantly
increased in GM, including protests against the restrictions imposed by the pandemic
and ‘Black Lives Matter’. The groups that meet frequently are as follows;


Business Continuity Champions are all the directorate Business Continuity leads from
distinct departments within the council that meet looking at the above through a
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Business Continuity lens. At the height of the pandemic the group met weekly, after a
time it was reduced to fortnightly, then monthly and has now reverted to its quarterly
schedule


Salford Resilience Forum: Prior to the pandemic the Salford Resilience Forum used
to meet quarterly, however this was increased to once a week during the initial stages
of the pandemic, then fortnightly, monthly and now quarterly again. The resilience
forum is a multi-agency forum established to collectively understand local and
pertinent risk profile and work in collaboration to mitigate impact through information
and intelligence sharing, developing new systems and validating internal and cross
organisational plans.



Greater Manchester Police Gold/Strategic Planning meetings: Distinct multi-agency
meetings were set up at different stages of the response to manage specific risks,
such as Op Ocean responding to any unlicensed events and Op Harrington
managing the public order/ public safety response to protests. SCC attendance was
required to activate/ put on stand by and enable SCC resources and capabilities.

3.3

Training and Exercise

3.3.1 To provide opportunities for staff at all levels to further develop skills, confidence and
expertise to respond effectively and efficiently when incidents occur, an audit tool was
developed to highlight the range of training and exercise opportunities response staff
need access to. The audit tool analysis, assists in capturing training needs and
informing the training and exercise programme developed for the current and
following year. This audit tool has been sent to all staff going onto the on-call rota.
3.3.2 In addition, a range of training and exercise virtual events have been held, both on an
internal (SCC only) and multi-agency platform. The following exercises have taken
place.
Internal


Regular Forward Incident Officer ‘Keep in Touch’ sessions are organised, these
sessions provide an opportunity to run through recent incident experiences and
learning identified, discuss current and emerging themes and work through
tabletop scenarios.



Forward Incident Officer (FIO) sessions were delivered on a one to one basis to
new forward Incident officers. The FIO were also provided with specific plans,
guidance’s documents and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to enable them
to deliver their role.



Tactical (Silver) Briefing Sessions delivered on a one to one basis with new
officers. They were also provided with strategic and Tactical plans and guidance
documents.



Strategic (Gold) Briefing Sessions was delivered on a one to one basis with new
officers, including the Chief Executive, and all officers were provided with
strategic specific plans and guidance documents.
Multi-Agency



Multi-Agency Emergency Evacuation in COVID-19 T&E: Due to the ongoing
COVID-19 emergency, new guidance regarding evacuations was issued as an
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appendix to the Salford Multi-Agency Evacuation guidance. An exercise was
facilitated by AGMA CCRU on 20th May 2020 to highlight and test the guidance
and response arrangements to a complex evacuation through the COVID-19
lens.


Salford COVID-19 Management / Outbreak Management Plan Exercise: During
June 2020, all GM localities undertook considerable work to develop and
document local COVID-19 Management / Outbreak Management Plans.
Following this a multi- agency exercise was facilitated by AGMA CCRU to test
and validate the local plan. There is a debrief report available upon request with
key learning captured.



Great Places Housing: Housing Provider Training Package. A training and
exercise package has been developed aimed at housing providers in the city of
Salford. The session was originally delivered in 2018 at the Salford Resilience
Forum and has recently been delivered again to Great Housing Group. The aim
of the session is to develop housing providers knowledge and understanding of
civil contingencies and resilience arrangements in GM. It also provides an
opportunity to highlight and test the SCC Guidance document for High Rise
Evacuations, which was developed to outline response arrangements for high
rise mass evacuations. The session delivered to Great housing Group was
revised to include Covid 19 risks and current national and regional guidance’s,
plans and legislation.



Flooding Exercise: Exercise Freyr: The exercise was a flooding based scenario
during the pandemic, facilitated by AGMA CCRU to test and validate the latest
iteration of the Salford Multi-Agency Flood Plan. Focus was on pre-emptive
actions and trigger levels for activation of the plan, command and control,
decision making and communications arrangements. In addition, issues, impacts,
priorities and capabilities of partner agencies were collectively explored and
shared.



Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) training and exercise session were
held for two upper tier (considered to be more potentially hazardous) COMAH
sites in Salford. Salford has a number of upper and lower tier COMAH sites, and
the impact could be catastrophic. The sessions aim to test current plans, ensure
improvements and provide an opportunity to test local arrangements. Salford has
participated in two COMAH exercises this year which include;


BOC COMAH Exercise: BOC are are the only supplier of medical gas in the
country supplying hospitals as well as holding other gases on site,

 Valtris Specialty Chemicals: Valtris Specialty Chemicals Site houses a
diversified manufacturing and research centre and is a chemical additive
supplier for the PVC and polymer industries. The Site also houses
administrative and business management functions for the European
Organisation and is located on the northern bank of the Manchester Ship
Canal (MSC). It is the only manufacturing Site for Valtris Specialty Chemicals
in the UK.


Test of on call activation AGMA CCRU regularly test our control room and by
extension our on-call officers by conducting no notice activation exercises. We
have successfully responded to all of these tests.
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3.4

On Call Officers

3.4.1 this section outlines our on-call establishment as well as enhancements and changes
that have been made to our on-call complement (partly in response to the global pandemic.
In general terms an on-call complement should consist of between 6 and 10 officers. This
provides the optimum numbers of officers which balances frequency on and out of hours rota
so that you are not on too frequently to cause “burn out” verses being on frequently enough
in order to continue to put into practice training, policies, and procedures.


Gold Officers historically have been any council officer that sits on Corporate
Management Team (CMT) (with the exception of the Director of Public health – see
Public Health section below). Changes to CMT membership however mean that this
is now not the case, with the AD for HR and the AD for Strategy and Change being
retained as Gold Officers whilst not sitting on CMT. The current number of Gold
Officers stand at 6, meaning these officers are on call a minimum of 1 in every 6
weeks (less when others are on leave etc) and for this reason it is recommended that
the current Gold Officers are retained. The Gold Officer complement will be
enhanced by the end of the year when the Strategic Director for Place and the City
Solicitor take up post, thereby meaning officers are on call a minimum of 1 in every 8
weeks. If / When the Public Health on call rota is stood down the Director of Public
Health (DPH) will revert to the Gold role thereby meaning officers will be on call 1 in
every 9 weeks.



Silver Officers are all Assistant Directors (ADs) in the council (with the exception of
Public Health ADs – see Public Health section below) and we currently have a
complement of 10 meaning officers are on call a minimum of 1 in every 10 weeks. If /
When the Public Health on call rota is stood down the 3 ADs in Public Health (PH) will
revert to the silver role thereby meaning officers will be on call 1 in every 13 weeks.



Forward Incident Officers (FIOs) are council employees recruited specifically to the
role and given an on-call payment. There have been numerous changes throughout
the last 18 months to FIOs meaning we currently have a complement of 6. We have
recruited another 4 officers for this role who will join the rota from the start of 2022
and at this point we will have a complement of 10, thereby meaning they will be on
call a minimum of 1 in every 10 weeks.



Public Health on call is a new rota set up to respond to the ongoing global pandemic.
This is made up of the DPH, 3 ADs in PH and the Head of Service (HoS) for Health
Protection.



Communications on call officers are now in receipt of an on-call payment (the same
as the FIOs) in recognition of the importance of communications in responding to
emergencies and the number of times communications support in an emergency is
required. There are 7 officers on this on call rota



Recruitment of Welfare Coordinators: The Welfare coordinator provides a key welfare
coordination function to individuals that are displaced/impacted during an
incident/emergency. In the past SCC has activated the coordinators on a best
endeavour’s basis, however the number of coordinators available has reduced and
the requirement of the role is imperative to enable prompt activation of support and
resources. As a result, work is underway to recruit additional coordinators that would
be placed on a on call rota, similar to the FIOs
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An on-call WhatsApp has been developed this year that includes all the above
officers and regulatory on call. This has been a positive development to complete
quick communications to all on call officers



Other on call officers have been retained in the council and used as required in an
emergency such as highways, environment, building control, IT and social care. In
addition, CVS have retained the volunteer coordination on call officers.

3.5

Incidents in 2021

3.5.1

An incident and action log continues to be utilized to monitor activity and also identify
areas of learning and good practice. Where gaps are identified, plans and procedures
are updated, systems are enhanced and training is provided to ensure response
occurs in a timely and effective manner. The following incidents have taken place
since January 2020. All incidents were responded to effectively and efficiently. All
incidents are notified to a relevant councillor’s (ward and portfolio holders), MPs and
officers.

Date of
Incident

Incident overview

16/01/2020

power cut affecting 6,000 properties including hospital and trams,
communications support requested
leak through wall running onto major bridge – structural assessment
requested
Storm Ciara - high volume of rain & strong winds causing high river levels,
localised flooding, debris in roads & activation of basins – highways and
communications requested
Storm Ciara - stranded vehicle and person – highways requested

01/02/2020
09/02/2020
09/02/2020
15/16/02/20
16/02/2020
16/02/2020

storm Dennis - high volume of rain & strong winds causing high river levels,
localised flooding, debris in roads – highways and communications
requested
fire at train station - road closure requested

20/02/2020

gable end of building collapsed - building control, highways & street
cleansing requested
fire at flats – evacuation support for 2 families requested

19/20/20

fireworks in car – transport and evacuations requested

31/03/2020

Large fire on Industrial Unit – Communications support requested

01/04/2020

Oil Spillage - Highways and environment requested

25/04/2020

Broken Glass Panel Bridge – Highways requested

21/05/2020

Fire in ground floor flat, no-one home. GMFRS forced entry and put fire out.
GMFRS requested for premises to be secured.
possible explosive device possible - request for evacuation and transport of
affected residents
fire at disused school – request to secure premises

17/06/2020
17/06/2020
18/06/2020

possible explosive device - request for evacuation and transport of affected
residents
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08/07/2020
25/082020
22/12/2020
29/12/2020
07/01/2021

12/01/2021

Suicide threat – request for evacuation and transport of residents in nearby
premises
stability of structure in storm concern - building control support and
evacuation and transport for nearby residents requested
Chemical Explosion – environment agency / public health england liaison
requested
Fire at electricity sub-station – higwhays, welfare, evacuation, transport and
communications requested
Fire at flats Fire originated in the electrical cupboards. GMFRS forced entry
into 2 flats due to a lot of smoke. Fire was put out and utilities were called to
try and restore electricity. One of the properties was damaged due to smoke.
Security of premises requested
Road Traffic Accident at the junction of Lancaster Road /East Lancs Road.
Damage to traffic lights and street lighting – highways requested

Period
between
18th
January to
20th
January.

Severe Weather: Salford experienced between 75 and 100mm rain, over
80% of the average total rainfall for January. There was a coordinated
response by EP officers, Public Health, Comms, Highways, Flooding,
Welfare coordinator. River levels were closely monitored. Multi-agency
Strategic Coordinating Groups and Tactical Coordinating Groups were
established.

25/01/2021

Flooding occurred at a number of locations and flood basins were activated.
No evacuations of properties took place. Detailed report for this incident is
available
Sinkhole. Properties were evacuated

13/02/2021

Physical altercation between 20 men/youths with an alleged gun sighting –
communications requested

14/02/2021

Fire - affected the front door/ porch area of the premises. Fire was put out
and Police placed a scene guard at the premises as the nature / course of
the fire was unknown.
Burst Water Main / UU works, UU were at scene for investigatory work for a
burst main, due to exposure of foundations building control were activated.
Forced Entry to home – security requested

14/02/2021
14/02/2021

28/02/2021

Evacuation of properties: Following an assessment of a car, GMP
implemented a 70m wide cordon, residents were evacuated.

03/03/2021

Industrial Waste Bin Fire. The bin contained Covid vaccine waste materials
inside. Fire was dealt with and waste was safely disposed of.

20/03/2021

Fire in property. A mid-terrace privately rented property was damaged, and
two people rescued and later arrested. SCC provided a skip to the site to
allow GMFRS to remove debris and conduct further investigations. There
were no building control or safeguarding concerns.

12/04/2021

Ammonia Gas Leak – communications requested
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18/04/2021

Fire at former School, Property was due for demolition at the time of the fire
– security requested

20/04/2021

Fire at residential building Properties were evacuated.

29/05/2021

Security incident forcing closure of Civic Centre Campus. Full debrief report
available upon request
Fire Alarm activated - concerns around the security of the properties raised
which were acted upon.

05/06/2021

3.5.2 In addition to responding to the distinct incidents and supporting the council wide
response to the on-going pandemic, support was provided to ensure a coordinated
cross council management of the elections in May 2021. The challenges for Salford
were unique in comparison with other GM LAs, SCC had to manage nominations and
elections for local councillors, City Mayor and GM Mayor all underpinned by the
complexities of the virus, rapidly changing and emerging legislations and guidance.
3.5.3 SCC have regularly supported multi-agency tactical and operational planning
meetings for events taking place or protests which resulted in significant disruption in
other cities. Local response and management was jointly coordinated, proportionate,
and risks were mitigated.
3.5.4 Following incidents where learning is evident and following exercises and training
sessions, each participant from all levels is requested to complete a debrief form
which facilitates capturing incident/scenario specific learning and good practice. Any
identified learning is captured onto a learning log and amendments are made to
structures, plans and processes as part of continuous improvement and risk
mitigation measures.
3.6

Work underway

3.6.1

Supporting the emergency preparedness of planning applications: Due the flood
history of the ‘Mocha parade’ location and the establishment of the two flood basins in
the vicinity, support has been provided to the Development Team on various
iterations of the Flood Emergency Plan developed to support the Singleton Clamp
and Partners Limited (SCP) application for the Lidl Mocha Parade development.
Ensuring the emergency response considerations and activities, role and
responsibilities are captured.

3.6.2

Local Reservoir Flood Plans: In April 2021 a letter was received from Rebecca Pow,
MP, Parliamentary under Secretary of State and Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs. Letter advised ‘it is now legal requirement for all undertakers to
prepare a flood plan in England for which they are responsible….the purpose of this
Direction is to require a robust and current on-site emergency flood plans in place for
all registered reservoirs in England. Black leach reservoir Plan is currently being
drafted and will be validated through training and exercising once developed.

3.6.3

Visual Clarity: progress continues on the work commissioned from the Customer and
Digital services team to map key plans and infrastructure information stored within
Salford City Council and by partner organisations. The aim is to provide visual
clarity/aid to support plans when complex emergencies/ incidents occur. Some of the
information in scope included key infrastructure and sites such as iconic/high risk sites,
tower blocks, care/nursing homes, pre-identified reception centers, hospital, schools,
colleges etc. The next stage of this project has also initiated to look at how we can
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safely and securely develop systems that will allow for information of vulnerable people
to be added to restricted maps during emergencies to facilitate prompt response and
deployment of resources.
3.7

Future training and exercise events planned

3.7.1 Following the development and consultation of the Black leach Reservoir on-site
emergency flood plan, a training and exercise session will be facilitated to validate
the plan and test the local arrangements.
3.7.2

Exercise the activation protocols of the Salford flood basins as stipulated in the
Salford Multi-Agency Flood Plan. The two basins, on the sports pitches next to
Littleton Road and on land at Castle Irwell, have specific roles and responsibilities for
distinct agencies, including SCC, GMP and EA. Although when required the basins
are successfully activated, learning following debriefs highlights the need to ensure
different agencies recognise their role within the procedure. A no notice live exercise
will be planned.

3.7.3

Physical and Personnel protective security advice: The Centre for the Protection
of National Infrastructure (CPNI) is the UK Government’s National Technical Authority
for Physical and Personnel protective security advice, providing advice on securing
critical infrastructure, sensitive technologies and highlighting a palette of
countermeasures for venue operators, local authorities and the police to use at
crowded places and publicly accessible locations. A session has been planned for a
future Salford Resilience Forum Partners, it will include an overview of the range of
malicious threats facing us, the research & development that underpins the
development of mass and bespoke solutions, and the vulnerabilities that can be
mitigated by forethought and proportionate physical and personnel security
countermeasures.

3.8 Planned Guidance/Plan Development
3.8.1 The Salford Emergency Response and Recovery Plan is due to be reviewed later this
year.
3.8.2

A fundamental review of the contacts and capabilities guide will be conducted.

3.9 Business Continuity Management (BCM)
3.9.1

In March 2020 when the pandemic and its risk were realised Salford City Council
activated BC Plans and transitioned to a remote working model. Critical and noncritical services continued to be delivered remotely and this has continued and is still
the main approach adopted. The Business Continuity understanding of risks through
the Business Impact Assessments and the tactics for management through the
Business Continuity plans provided a foundation for this to occur.

3.9.2

Salford City Council continues to work with AGMA CCRU to continuously review and
embed a Business Continuity Management (BCM) system within the council. At
present the following areas of work are taking place


Review of BIAs and BC Plans: Due to the significant changes the pandemic
has triggered in the way we operate and deliver services, and more recently
the IT incidents that have occurred, and the potential impact they could have
had on SCC service delivery, a review of all Business Impact Assessment
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(BIAs) and Business Continuity Plan (BC Plan) have been requested. This
information will then inform the Corporate Business impact analysis tool and
corporate understanding of risks across the council.

3.10



Business Continuity Training: Following the decision to bring Urban Vision
back as a in house council service, additional business continuity training
sessions were established to begin the transition of incorporating the service
arrangements into the council overarching management framework. The first
Business Impact Analysis training session was delivered in March 2021 and
service leads are in the process of completing the Business Impact Analysis
tool.



BCM Audit against the National Resilience Standards for LRFs: Purpose of
the National Resilience Standards for Local Resilience Forums (LRFs) are to
establish a consistent and progressive means for responder organisations to
self-assure their capabilities and overall level of readiness whilst ensuring
continuous improvement against mandatory requirements and good practice.
GMRF have requested an assessment of GM’s Business Continuity
arrangements against the Resilience Standards, this will assist in undertaking
a gap analysis. SCC have submitted the response and in the main have
assessed ourselves as green

Volunteer Coordination
SCC in partnership with CCRU and Salford CVS pioneered an approach to effectively
engage and coordinate the efforts of the local community and voluntary sector during
emergencies. An approach which has received local, GM and national interest and
recognised by the National Emergencies Partnership for CVS as good practice, this
model will inform and support the development of national guidance. Salford CVS
were activated during the pandemic and provided a range of efficient and timely
support to the communities of Salford. This service has been recognised on a GM
footprint and as a result the organisation is now the lead service for activating
community and voluntary services across GM

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: Civil Contingences Act 2004, SCC Emergency Plan, SCC
Business Continuity Plan

KEY DECISION: NO
KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: SCC Emergency Plan, SCC Business Continuity Plan
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: N/A. Emergency Planning and
Business Continuity plans apply equally to all residents of Salford. Both plans allow for
bespoke arrangement to be put in place in response to every incident and this would include
consideration of how incidents are affecting protected residents and what responses to put in
place
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ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Low. Emergency Planning and Business Continuity are essential
risk management measures. The likelihood and impact of an emergency or business
interruption in the City are high. Having robust plans that set our approach to the response,
together with regular exercising and training such as those set out in the report reduce the
likelihood and impact to low.
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A there are no legal implications arising out of this
report. An emergency or business interruption that is not dealt with effectively increases the
likelihood of legal action against the Council. Having robust plans that set our approach to the
response, together with regular exercising and training such as those set out in the report
reduce the likelihood of legal action.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: There are no financial implications arising out of this
report. A previous report to CMT approved a small per annum budget of £15,000 to fulfil the
Councils emergency planning responsibilities. A one-off budget of £8,000 was also approved
for business continuity.
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

HR IMPLICATIONS There are no HR implications arising out of this report. FIOs have been
recruited to from the Councils employee pool, and terms and condition and payment
arrangements approved. Tactical and Strategic officers have a condition in their terms and
conditions of employment with the council that they will make themselves available to be on
the emergency planning on call rota.
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: All Directorates are involved in both emergency
planning and business continuity. Gold, Silver and FIOs across the council are regularly
trained and kept up to date with developments and changes. All Directorates have nominated
business continuity champions and they have received training and one to one support as well
as being kept up to date with developments.
CONTACT OFFICER:Jeanette Staley and Shabina Alam

TEL NO: 0161 793 2616

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: All
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Emergency Planning and Business Continuity

Responding to emergencies

Aim
To develop knowledge and understanding of civil
contingencies and resilience arrangements in Greater
Manchester & Salford
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•
•
•
•

Objectives
To provide an overview of UK Civil Protection duties
To highlight the role of a local authority in emergency
response
To highlight GM and Salford City Council command and
control arrangements
To provide an overview of the Business Continuity
Management approach in Salford

DISCHARGE DUTIES AND DELIVER HIGH
STANDARDS
National Resilience
Standards

Internal process

CCA 2004
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BCI Good Practice
Guidelines

External Process
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CIVIL
CONTINGENCIES
ACT 2004
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A civil emergency is defined as:

“an event or situation which threatens
serious damage to human welfare in a
place in the United Kingdom, the environment of a
place in the UK, or war or terrorism which threatens
serious damage to the security of the UK”.

Context: Types of incident
Response – minor incidents to major emergencies
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Pre-emptive action or Pre-planned events

Context: Category 1 and 2 Responders

• The Civil Contingencies Act divides local responders into two
categories, imposing a different set of duties on each category
• Category 1 Responders are those organisations at the core of
emergency response, including Local Authorities
Page 29

• Category 2 Responders are ‘co-operating bodies’, which are less likely
to be involved in the heart of planning work but will be heavily involved
in incidents that affect their sector

CCA 2004: Category 1 responders and duties
Cooperate
with other
Cat 1s

Promote
Business
Continuity

Risk
Assessment
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Cat 1
Duties

Maintain
Business
Continuity
plans

Warn and
Inform the
Public

GMRF

Publish
Risk
Register

Maintain
Emergency
Plans

SRF

Local Authorities – Five
Core Functions in an Emergency
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▪ Civic Leadership
▪ Assisting in delivery of the emergency response
(including warning and informing the public)
▪ Supporting displaced people
▪ Providing humanitarian assistance
▪ Leading the recovery of the community and locality
▪ Provision of Public Health advice and guidance

GM and SCC Command and Control
arrangements
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Response
&
Recovery

Command and Control
EXTERNAL
Multi Agency Strategic
Coordination Group (SCG)
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Multi-agency Tactical Coordinating Group (TCG)

Forward Control
at scene

GOLD
(Strategic)

SILVER
(Tactical)

BRONZE
(Operational)

INTERNAL
Emergency
Management Team(EMT)

Emergency Control
Centre (ECC)

SCC delivery of
services

Strategic Officer
• Strategic leadership
• Operates for large scale or major incidents
• Develops longer term strategy, policy and
response framework
• SCC Chief Executive & Executive
Directors
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Command
& Control

Tactical Officer
• Tactical decision
• Manages and Coordinates the Council’s
response
• SCC Assistant Directors
Operational Responder
• Operational level managers
• Includes responders for specific SCC
services (e.g. Highways)
• Forward Incident Officers (FIO)

Salford structures
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• Jeannette Staley is the Emergency Planning and
Business Continuity Lead officer
• Have 24/7 Operational, Tactical and Strategic (GSB) on
call structure in place to respond to incidents and
emergencies
• Range of Functional Bronze teams on call and on a
best endeavors basis, such as Communications,
Highways and Welfare Coordinators
• Dedicated Emergency Control Centre
• Trained control room staff 24/7
• Trained Loggists
• Identified evacuation and rest centre buildings across
city of Salford
• Generic and specific plans in place which are
periodically reviewed and exercised.
• 24/7 support from AGMA Civil Contingencies and
Resilience Unit

Salford On Call Structure
Strategic/Gold (Directors and Assistant Directors
attending CMT)
Tom Stannard, Charlotte Ramsden, Jacqui Russell,
Debbie Brown, Joanne Hardman, Samantha Betts, Muna
Abdel Aziz *(PH Rota),
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Tactical/Silver (Assistant Directors)

Cathy Starbuck, David Seager, Deborah Blackburn, Janice
Lowndes, Jim Wensley, Judd Skelton, Peter Openshaw,
Rebecca Bibby, Zoe Fearon, Steven Fry, Shoaib
Mohammad, Paul Walsh, Gillian McLaughlin *(PH Rota),
Operational/Bronze (FIO)
Andy Edwards, Lee Allan-Burns, Lindsay Bruford, Mark
Hart, Mark Nevin, Vinnie Nash, Denee Cassidy, Malcolm
Coppock, Peter Rogerson

Functional Bronze Teams
(not exhaustive list)
Comms
Team
Waste &
Recycling

City West/
Salix

Emergency
Lighting &
Power

EA
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Incident

Adults/
Children's
services

Street
cleansing

Finance

HROD
Public
Health

AGMA Civil Contingencies
and Resilience Unit

From different disciplines,
bringing a range of
expertise to the unit

Business Partner, Shabina
Alam, works closely with
SCC to support
Emergency Planning &
preparedness
arrangements

Maintain a 24/7 Duty
Officer rota to provide
support in an emergency

Accountable to the Chief
Officers Group.
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Commissioned Team
(including GMRF
Secretariat)

Lead on risks,
incorporating national and
international good practice
and lessons learnt into GM
and LA plans, processes
and structures.

Activation and deployment
SCC Control
Room

Forward
Incident Officer
(FIO)

Tactical Officer

Strategic
Officer

Call SCC Control
Room

Activate Forward
Incident Officer

Coordinate incident
from home or
deploy to scene

Activate
Emergency
Response and
Recovery Plan

Activate
Emergency
Management Team

Work with FIO to
maintain an
incident log

Liaise with
Tactical Officer

Obtain
METHANE report

Activate a
Functional
Response as
required
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Category 1 & 2
Responders

Activate
Emergency Control
Centre (ECC)

Deploy to GMP
Strategic Control

Deploy another
Tactical Officer to
TCG if required

Declare a Major
Incident / request
mutual aid

Activate AGMA
CCRU

Highways &
Engineering

Emergency
Transport

Rest centres
& supporting
people

Emergency
Feeding

Children
&
Schools

Neighbourhood
Services

Comms
Warning &
Informing

Alternative
Accommodation

Public
Health

Recovery
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GM Strategic Recovery
Guidance

The reconstruction of the
physical infrastructure
and restoration of
emotional, social,
economic and physical
well-being

It begins once the acute
phase of an emergency
is over

The Local Authority is
the lead agency for the
recovery

The scene formally
handed over to the local
authority

The Council may set up a
Multi-Agency Recovery
Coordination Group

Impact Assessment Plan

The process can take
weeks, months, even
years…

process of
rebuilding,
restoring and
rehabilitating the
community
following an
emergency

The Civil Contingencies Planning
Landscape
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Salford
City
Council

Senior Duty
Officers
Civil
Contingencies

Borough Health
Economy Resilience
Group
Director of
Public Health
Borough
Lead Officer

Functional
Responders

Salford Resilience
Group

Local Health
Resilience
Partnership

North West Civil
Contingencies
Forum

Cabinet Office
Greater
Manchester
Resilience Forum

Chief Officers Civil
Contingencies
Group

RED North
(DCLG)
Lead
Government
Departments

AGMA CCRU
Voluntary
Agencies

Confidence and
Competence
•
•

•

•
•
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Training Audit and training
programme
Internal Training and Exercise
Opportunities
Multi-agency training and Exercise
Opportunities
Resources- Role specific
Handbooks, Guidance, contacts &
capability guide, Plans and briefing
notes.
Recourses- Equipment, personal
protective gear, SharePoint,
Resilience Direct
Preparedness and Horizon
scanning- EU Exit, C19, Cyber
threat

Greater Manchester
Emergency Plans
• Multi-Agency Generic Response Plan
• Strategic Recovery Guidance
• Humanitarian Assistance Centre Guidance
• Mass Fatalities Plan
• Mass Casualties Plan
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• Reception Centre Guidance
• Multi-agency Strategic Flood Plan
• Evacuation & Shelter Plan
• Pet Evacuation Plan
• Animal Disease Plan

• Strategic Pandemic Influenza Plan
• Heat wave Guidance for Heat wave Planning
• CBRN Plan
• Investigation and Control of Legionella Investigation
• Emergency Water Distribution
• Winter Weather – Community Assistance Plan
• Multi-Agency Outbreak Plan

Salford CC
Emergency Plans
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• Salford CC Emergency Response
& Recovery Plan
• Multi-Agency Flood Plan
• Sheltering Evacuees (Rest Centre)
Plan
• Emergency Communications Plan
• Multi-Agency Outbreak Plan
• COMAH Plans (Univar, Valtris &
BOC gasses)

Civil Risks in your Salford
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Business Continuity
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Business Continuity
Management is a framework for
identifying potential threats to an
organisation and building
organisational capability to
respond to such threats, in order
to safeguard people, the
reputation of the business and
the business asset's
ISO22301 is the national
standard for business continuity

Business Continuity Lifecycle
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Business Continuity Champions from
each directorate
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Business
Continuity
lead is
Jeanette
Staley

✓ Act as ambassadors
✓ Ensure plans and assessments are
in place and continuously reviewed
✓ Capture learning and good practice
✓ Horizon scanning and threat
analysis

Business Continuity Phases
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• Phase One – Initial introductory training & completion of the
Business Impact Analysis templates
• Phase Two – development of Corporate Business Impact
Analysis tool, Business Continuity Plans as well as the
Corporate Business Continuity Plan
• Phase Three – Validation of plans

Business Continuity Aim
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top management to support the process
Identify and manage current and future threats to service
delivery
Embed business continuity in the day-to-day activities
Take a proactive approach to minimise the impact of
incidents
Keep critical functions up and running during a time of
crisis
Minimise down time during an incident
Improve recovery time
Develop competence through training, education and
awareness
Demonstrate resilience

Business Continuity Categories
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People
(skills and knowledge)

Premises
(buildings and facilities)

Resources
(IT, information,
equipment and
materials)

Suppliers
(products and services
supplied by a third
party)

Operational Business
Continuity Plan
The Operational Business Continuity plan assists individual services in the
event of a business continuity incident. The service will refer to this plan in
order to establish their individual requirements such as:
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Plan Activation
Roles & Responsibilities
Mitigation techniques
Recovery

13/10/21
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Corporate Business
Continuity Plan
The Corporate Business Continuity plan provides strategic guidance across
Salford City Council when more than one department is involved in the
business continuity incident. The departments can refer to this plan in order to
establish:
Business Continuity Context
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Management System
Activation Protocol
Management Team
Roles & Responsibilities
Strategic Considerations
Recovery

32

Overview of Pest Control Salford.
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Agenda Item 5

18th October 2021
Julie King

Background
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• The Pest Control Service operates across the City,
and provides a service to local residents, schools,
Social Registered Landlords and businesses;
• The service continued throughout the pandemic,
ensuring business as usual for Salford residents;
• Salford CC reporting system shows a slight increase
in requests for treatment in the last 3 years;

Background
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• An online reporting system was introduced in May
2020, so residents could report rats seen in public
places (RIPP);
• The service undertakes baiting of the public sewer
on behalf of the water undertaker, United Utilities;
• At the request of Scrutiny Committee in 2020
discussions with United Utilities have taken place.

Legal Requirements
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• The Prevention of Damage by Pests Act 1949 imposes a
duty on local authorities to maintain its own land free of
rats and mice and inspect the Local Authority area from
time to time for the same purpose. In addition, it
empowers local authorities to serve a notice on owners
or occupiers of land infested by rats or mice requiring
them to fulfil the occupier’s duty to eradicate the rodent
infestation. It does not however require a local authority
to provide its own pest control service.

Trends
• Slight increase in all wards year on year, e.g. Barton,
Winton, Eccles;
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• However; requests for treatment has increased by
almost double in Boothstown & Ellenbrook but numbers
are still low;
• Due to ward changes in 2021, it is difficult to predict like
for like demands on the service, from last year;

• The number of Rats in Public Places notifications have
increased; however, the time period is not like for like,
next years figures will give greater clarity to numbers.

Rats In Public Places (RIPP)
• The reporting system was introduced in May 2020;
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• RIPP reports received from May to Dec in 2020 equate
to 198 reports. To date (from Jan) 324 reports have been
received for 2021. A more precise figure per annum will
not be available until year end 2022;
• Whilst there is an increase in reports, there is evidence
to suggest some reports are for private space rather than
public realm;
• Notifications lead to enhanced analysis, which assists in
targeting areas for programmed sewer baiting.

United Utilities
• £15000 is paid by UU for Salford CC to undertake sewer
baiting on their behalf;
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• The figure above has been paid for several years; and
appears to be a similar figure to that paid to colleagues
in GM;
• Discussion with UU is ongoing, regarding the sewer
baiting programme; updated maps of the City, and the
financial impact on the City Council etc;

Improvements in 2021
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It was identified, that long serving employees reaching
retirement age, exposed an issue with recruitment of
experienced qualified officers; in order to future proof the
service:

• The service used this opportunity to employ a local
unemployed resident and provide him with training in
pest control;
• To assist the younger generation in the City, the service
has participated in the kickstart scheme, and currently
has a Pest Control/Dog Control Assistant;

Improvements in 2021
• The assistant will be trained in the above role, as well as
administrative training, which will provide him with
transferrable skills for a future employer.
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• The existing team, and new starters are now dual skilled
to undertake pest duties, and dog warden roles, thus
expanding the amount of work the team are able to
achieve;
• The service now has all electric vehicles, promoting the
council’s green credentials, the vehicles are also kitted
out for dual use, enabling the service to respond quickly
to both pest and dog control work.

Improvements in 2021
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• Looking for growth in the service, has seen a contract
agreed and implemented with Trafford Council to collect
their stray dogs;

Next Steps
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Continued improvements to the service will see:
• The service move onto Civica CX which will aid in
enhanced reporting of pest issues, mapping of problem
areas, sewer baiting. This will also assist in monitoring
the financial health of the service;

• Building on the success of the Trafford contract, the
team are scoping out more commercial contracts;
• Employees from the team are due to receive animal
licensing training, which will enable them to undertake
licensing inspections of catteries, kennels and doggy day
care, this service could be offered to other GM
authorities, as an additional funding stream;

Next Steps
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For information about Pest Control and access to the
booking and RIPP system please use the link below

Pests and infestations • Salford City Council

Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme 2021/22
SCHEDULE OF COMMITTEE DATES & AGENDA ITEMS
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Date

Topic/Action

Responsible officer(s)

18 October 2021

Emergency Planning and Business Continuity Approach - Overview

Jeanette Staley

Pest Control Update (6-month follow up on issues considered at 16/11/20
meeting)

John Wooderson

Covid 19 Impact - Update

Jeanette Staley

Salford City Council Policies on Graffiti and Enforcement

David Robinson

15 November 2021

No meeting - Christmas

17 January 2022

“Neighbourhoods Review” - arising from introduction of new ward boundaries,
including overview of the role and function of Neighbourhood Management
and associated teams and Neighbourhood Teams/Managers - Updates

21 February 2022

Landlord and Business Licensing - Overview and Effectiveness

21 March 2022

SCL Overview and Annual Update

Agenda Item 6

December

Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme 2021/22
April

16 May 2022

No meeting run up to local elections
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Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme 2021/22
ABEYANCE LIST
Protocol for Managing Unauthorised Encampments - current legislation and requirements of local
authorities (information provided further consideration by Panel required to be confirmed)
GMP Recording of Crime/iOPS - Update (subject of all member briefing)
Engagement with and feedback from Street Champions (as raised at meeting of 19/7/21 see Minute 5(i))
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The following items are potential ones identified following a recent meeting with the Lead Member for Anti-Poverty,
Neighbourhoods, Financial Inclusion and Equalities
Covid-19 Pandemic
 “social” impact on older generation, isolation and access to services (particularly online ones)
 Social inequalities identified
Tackling Poverty, Equalities and Inclusion Economic Strategies - possible action arising from Council
Policy Forum 16/12/20
Social inclusion
 impact of Covid-19 particularly on the elderly and there access to online services
 HM Government proposals for introduction of ID requirements for voting at UK elections
Crime/Community Safety - activity by extremist political groups

Community and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme 2021/22
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Portfolio of the Board

Membership

1. Community Safety
2. Communities and Neighbourhoods
3. Regulatory Services (including Environmental Health, Trading
Standards, Licensing)
4. Operational Services (including Citywide, bereavement,
operational transport, refuse and street cleansing, parks
management, grounds maintenance)
5. Salford Community Leisure Client
6. Cultural strategy
7. to be the designated Crime and Disorder Scrutiny Committee
8. To scrutinise the council’s business plan and budget in this
functional area.

Councillor Dickman (Chair)
Councillor Karen Garrido (Deputy Chair)
Councillor Barnes
Councillor Fletcher
Councillor Humphreys
Councillor Nkurinziza
Councillor Sharpe
Councillor Tresedern
Councillor Turner
Councillor Walker
Councillor Warner
1 Labour Group vacancy

